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Abstract

obtained when using all available training data but rather a subset
and出at a rnodel with equaJ performance can be constructed with

The cons町uction of high-performance acoustic models for cer

a srnaller amount of carefully selected training data [4， 6 ]

tain speech recognition tasks is very costly and time-cons山mng，

By ernploying出e above-mentioned approaches to active and

since it most often requires 出e collection and transcription of

unsup巴rvised learning， costs for 回nscribing speech data can be

large amounts of task-sp巴cific speech data. In出is paper acous

reduced. However，白eir drawback is，由at the selection of位aining

tic mod巴ling for spoken diaJogue systems based on unsupervised

utterances is res凶cted either to data with high r巴cognition con且

selective training is exarnined. The main idea is to select those

dence (unsupervised learning) or data， which are di飽cult to rec

町'lluung ut町釦ces from an (un仕組scribed) speech data pool， so

ognize (active le叩ling). For example，in case of a speech-based

that白e li�巴lih∞d of a sep紅ate small (回nscrib巴d) development

guidance system instaJled in a public place，the population of users

speech data set is m鉱imized. If on1y the selected data 紅巴 巴m

originates台om various speaker groups such as children，ad叫ts，
natives， non-natives，a.s.o. In order to build a high-performance

ployed to re甘創n出e initiaJ acoustic m吋els， a better performance
is achieved由釦 when re住但ning with aJI coll民ted data. Using血e

acoustic model for each desired target speaker group， appropri

proposed approach it is aJso possible to considerably reduce the

ate 仕aining data subsets have to be selected. However， human

costs for human-labeling of血e speech data without compromis

labeling of all collected data should not be necess紅y

ing出e performance. Furthermore， the method provides me佃s for

In出is paper an approach for cost-effective construction of

automatic task-adaptation of acoustic models， e.g. to adult or chil

acoustic rnodels for a spoken diaJogue system is proposed and

dren speech. This is irnportant，since detailed information about

eva1uated，

each autornatically collected utterance is usually not available.

lt is based on utterance-based selective 住血血ng [9]，

which enables autornatic selection of官狙ning speech da飽食'Om a

Index Terms: speech recognition，'llcoustic rnodel， unsupervised

large data p∞，1 so that由e likelih∞d of白e target rnodel pararn

位aining，utterance-based selection， spo�n diaJogue syst巴m

eters given a srnall set of example speech data is m奴imized. In
the beginning 0凶y a srnaJI arnount of白colI巴cted spe巴ch data

1. Introduction

紅e labeled and the desired example data 紅e ex住'llcted. All other

Although there紅'e rnany applications which make use of speech

speech data are employed to set up a large speech data p∞1，which

recognition technology， e.g， dictation systems，car navigation sys

is町ansαibed automatically by a speech recognizer. A data sub

tem， speech-based伊idance system， train inforrnation system， call

set acousticaJly close to血e example speech data are select巴d 針。m

centers，etc.，血ey are less wid巴Iy used. One reason are the high

由is data pool. The selected data釘e finally employed to b凶ld the

costs for building血e acoustic and the language rnodel to reaJize

desired acoustic model.

high-performance spe巴ch reco伊ition. For example， about haJf of

The proposed method can aJso be employed to detennine a

the relative costs to develop an interactive diaJogue system are due
to speech database prep紅ation [1]. The costs紅e rnainly due to

subset of the collected data to be labeled by hurnans. Unnecessary

the tremendous effort necessary to collect and transcribe a large

if acc町'llte汀anscriptions are ernployed for acoustic rnodel紅白n

包no国1t of tぉk-specific speech data， whichぽ'e required to build a

ing. However，血is again is very costly and time-consurning， lt is

to mention，that a higher recognition performance can be achieved

robust acoustic model. Sinc巴 speech r巴cognition performance de

shown experimentally，血at由巳number of data to b巴町anscribed

pends on various factors such as speaker characteristics (e.g， gen

can be reduced considerably by employing白e proposed unsuper

der，age，accent)， spe法ing style (e.g. read， spontaneous)， dorn副n

vised data selection method

(e.g，

comrnands， diaJogue) and acoustic conditions (e，g，

back

ground noise， reverberation， microphon巴)， it is diffic叫t 10 share

2. Proposed Approach

one and the same acoustic model among different task domains.

h出is section an approach to automatic回ining data selection for

There are severaJ proposaJs in literature to reduce the costs
Among them 紅e attempts to build task

acoustic model位aining is described. Here， the target is the con

independent acoustic models， which are portable among different

struction of a children and adult acoustic model for a spo�n di

of acoustic modeling.

applications by cornbining speech da飽食'Om multiple sources [2]，

a10gue system to be installed in a public place. Nevertheless，the

emplo戸田nt of active learning [3，4]， unsupervised learning [5] or

proposed method can be applied easily to a different scen釦o. In

both [6] to reduce白巴C仔ort necessary for speech data汀anscnp

白巴 beginning，a ce此包n arnount of speech data is colIec旬d. The
are

tion， and 住白血ng [4] or adaptation [7， 8] methods， which make

first few thousand inputs (noise and speech)

selective use of e氾sting speech data resources. τbe application

mans. The 甘anscrib巴d data are divided into a developrnent data

of active learning revea1ed，血at白e best model is not ne四ssarily

set of children and adult speech data. However， relatively noisy
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pendent deletion results in a likelihood increase. Other selection

speech utterances are discarded in advance.

All data collected beyond白e initially transcribed data c釦 be

strategies are possible， e.g日oating search by d巴leting or adding

巴mployed in two ways: (1) Transcribe the data automatically and

one(ST..DelAd，めor more utterances while updating the set of se

use a subset of it for unsupervised le釘ning.(2) Let humans仕組

lected training utterances immediately. However， drawbacks訂.e a

scribe a further subset of the data and employ them for supervised

longer computation time， the impossibility of parallel computation

lear由ng. ln case of option(1)， data selection is necessary， since

and出at白e selection result depends on血巴 order of processing ut

automatic transcriptions are often eπoneous and not all collect吋

terances.

data will cont但n speech. ln case of option(2)， data selection is in

A reader might 紅gue， that every time 釦 utter飢ce is added

tend巴d to reduce出e住anscription costs but without compromising

to or deleted仕om the data p∞1， calculation of白e model p紅白n

the performance. Since it is necessary to divide the untranscribed

eters and their likelihood is computationally intensive. Actually，

P(ÐI8)

data into a set of adult and children speech， sele氾tion based on a

calc凶ation of山likeliho吋given the development data

recognition confidence meas町e as in case of conventional unsu

is possible implicitly in a very short amount(about one second) of

pervised and active lear百ing is not applicable

time via the auxili町Q-function using HMM sufficient statistics

To realize effective selection of the desired紅白ning data， 組

in 白e framework ML estimation of H恥仏1: parameters using 出E

uUerance-bas巴d sel民tive紅白凶ng method is applied. It enables the

EM algorithm. Technical aspects of HMM p紅組問ter estimation

selection of the subset of出e un佐釦scribed data， which maximizes

C釦 be found in [10]，出e selective町aining algorithm in [9].

the likelihood of the development data set. For example， if白e
development data set contains adult speech， most of出e selected

3. Experimental Setup

data will be adult u町rances. The selection criterion(likelihood)
釦d the selection algori白血紅e described in Section 2.1.

The speech data employed for experiments and the speech r巴cog
nition system are described in Sections 3.1 組d 3.2， respectively

2.1. Utterance-based Selective 1旨aining Algorithm

百le experimental setup is shown in Figure 2. Data shorter出m
0.7 seconds紅.e discarded since 白ey most often do not contain

ln the following， a brief description of utterance-based selective
町出凶ng as proposed in [9] is given. Fig町e 1 shows a graphical
illus甘ation of the proposed selective住aining me白od.

釦y speech data. AlI data collected during 血e first three months
(approx. 9k data) are assumed to be labeled manually. From these
data a development set of relatively c1ean 2，000 children utterances
and 1，∞o ad凶t utterances is ex位acted to be used for Iikelihood
calculation during selective training. The evaluation data are se
lected r組domly from data collected d町ing出e first two ye紅s， so
that there is one utterance each from a male and female speaker，
or one utterance each from an elementary and junior-high school
child for the most frequent 1，0∞utterance 住釦scnpllons.

ηle

data pool consists of all collected data wi白 a duration of 0.7 sec
onds or more except the data from the first three weeks and the
evaluation data. The data p∞ 1 is transcribed automatically using
出e speech recognition system as described in Section 3.2. After
greedy ML utterance selection based on白e ST..DelScan algorithm
is carried out，白e sel巴cted data are employed for retraining of出e
initial acoustic model.

Fig町e 1:

Utterance-based selectiv巴紅白血ng by using a gre巴dy

maximum likelihood(ML)回ining data selection strategy.
The starting point is a large training data pool

T and

a small

dev巴lopment data set Ð. This data pool consists of existingωd/or
newly collected speech data. The development data set is set up
Wl血 exarnples of speech data for which an acoustic model is to be
built. The central idea of the proposed selective training method is

S ç;; T from 白e町創ning data pool， so白at the
P(到e) of the parameters 8 estimated on the selected

to select a subset
likelihood
data

S

is maximized.

This can also be interpreted as to select

those speech data from the pool which are acoustically c10se to白E
ex紅nple data
Since白ere are ex甘emely many possib出ties to select an u批r
ance subset from a large data pool， a heuristic selection strategy
has to be employed. The delete sc組(ST..DeIScan) algori出m， a

Figure 2: Exp出mental setup for unsupervised data selection and

greedy search technique， exanlÎnes each utterance in血巴 training

国lSupervised acoustic model cons位uction.

data p∞I only once. A住aining utter釦ce is discarded if its inde-
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4. Experimental Results

3.1. Data and Labels

4.1. Unsupervised Data Selection and Unsupervised 1同i凶ng

Spontaneous Japanese speech from白e Takemaru database is em
ployed. Takem紅u-kun [11] is a speech-oriented dia10gue system

In Figure 3 unsupervised EM (Uns.EM [p∞1]) is compared to un

intended to provide 白e user infoロnation 0目白e weather， news，

supervised selective EM training (Uns.EM [select]). Eva1uation

the s町Tounding envrronment， public住組sportation system， Inter

of both methods is carried out for data pools of sizes 10k up to

net pages， a.s.o. The system is very popul紅 among chi1dren， be

4∞k (the data are not drawn randomly but employed in the s叩le

cause it is based on an anirnated character. It is a working sys

chronologica1 order as白ey have been collected). Training speech

tem泊stalled in a public place in Nara， Japan目 The system col
lected more than 500，000 noise and speech inputs since Novem
ber 2∞2. All data recorded during 白e first two years 紅e com
pletely transcribed， labeled with tags (巴.g.

data selection is carried out separately for building the adult- and
出e child-dependent model. Each point of 白e graph's lower line
shows白e performance of the model trained on all pool data. The

noise) and classified

upper line shows白e performance of由巳models trained on出e data

subjectively into speaker groups: infants (preschool chil批n)， el

sel巴cted仕om the corresponding data pool of given size.

ementary school children， junior-high school children， adults釦d
elderly persons (cf. Table 2 )

Adult Acoustic Model
78.0

Table 1: Speech data col!ected with the Takemaru-kun dia10gue
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Table 2: Speech data actua1ly employed in experirnents. The (u凶a
beled) data pool consists of all col!ected data except inputs shorter
血an 0.7 seconds
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3.2. Sp田ch Reco伊izer

Fig町e 3: Comparison of one (凹supervised) EM iteration wi出 a11
col!ected data to one (山lSupervised) EM iteration with the data

The凶tia1 acoustic model of白e speech recognizer is b凶t with the

subset selected using two iterations of the ST..DelScan a1gorithm

Japanese Newspaper Ar甘cle Sentences (JNAS) database [12]百】C
standard set of 40 Japanese phonemes plus 由民巴 silence HMMs

The word accuracy of the initial model is 75.2% for the adult and

are employ巴d. The acoustic feature vector is 25-dimensional in
cludingムE， 12 MFCC 釦d 12ムMFCCτ'here is one 3-state

58.3% for the children test set. It is clear仕omFig町e 3， that perfor

Hr.仏iJ per phoneme model. A phonetic-tied mix佃re (PTM) acous

mance for adult speech degrades if all pool data are employed for

tic model [13] is synthesized仕om a state-clustered triphone (about

training. This is due to出e fact，白紙most of the col!ected sp巴ech

20∞ different states) and a monophone model wi血 64 Gaussi組

data are from childr回目 In case of 血e 2∞k da凶p∞1， employ

densities (diagonal covariance matrix) per state. PTM models en

ing only the automatically selected data for retraining， recognition

able fast decoding wi白 the open-source LVCSR engine Julius [14]

accuracy rises to 77.4%. Performance for the children increases

while maintaining a high recognition perform組ce. The same lan

to 70.3% even if all collected data are employed for甘ai凶ng. A

guage model is employed for eva1uation and th巴 automatic仕組

fur白er relative improvement of 1・2% is achieved in case of unsu

scription of the data p∞1百巴r巴 is one open 40k word (Japanese

pervised training data selection目 The algorithm selecもed 8. 1 % of

morpheme) trigram language model each for adults and children

出e data pool for building the adult， 20目0% for the children model.

which are佐泊ned on texts collected from 1ωal Intemet pages， e

While白e relative share of child and adult data担long白e selected

mai1s， hypothesized questions and a few utteranc巴 transcriptions.

紅白血ng speech data was as high as 70.9% and 61.5%， respectively，
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